ELECTRONIC POLLBOOK

THE FUTURE OF POLL PLACE VOTER MANAGEMENT
NOW FITS IN YOUR HANDS.
The ExpressPoll® system gives election poll workers a simple-to-operate voter
check-in device that slashes waiting time for voters, increases the accuracy of
voters’ personal information, and improves the Election Day experience for voters
and poll workers alike.
Our popular electronic pollbook software, EZRoster, runs on low-cost touchscreen
tablets using the Windows® operating system, giving poll workers an intuitive,
easy-to-understand user interface that’s similar to the devices they use in their
everyday lives.
Gone are the days of many external peripheral devices needed to check in voters.
Instead, devices such as a signature pad and barcode reader are built right in to
each tablet, making the devices easy to use and set up. The ExpressPoll can also
be integrated with multiple ballot tabulation devices to provide a complete voter
check-in solution and ensure the correct ballot style is issued.
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A LOW-COST POLL PLACE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
BUILT-IN PERIPHERALS

SMALL AND LIGHT

Poll workers scan barcodes with the tablet’s built-in camera

Unlike laptop computers and older tablet technology,

and capture voters’ signatures on the unit’s touch screen,

the ExpressPoll tablets are compact, light and easily

eliminating the hassle of extra cords connected to external

transported and set up.

peripherals and slashing costs. The end result is a device

ROBUST EZROSTER SOFTWARE
AND CONNECTIVITY

that’s easy to set up and operate.

REDUNDANT DATA STORAGE
The ExpressPoll tablet offers “redundant” integral data

·
·

Supports same-day registration
Helps reduce provisional voting by providing up-to-date

storage, ensuring that voter validation information can be

absentee status or directions to a voter’s correct polling

retrieved following each election. Data is stored in solid

location

state internal memory and on a microSD card installed in the

·

tablet. If one of these storage areas experience any issue,
data can be easily retrieved from the other data storage

Displays on screen instructions, giving poll workers
information and the confidence to serve all voters

·

location.

Connects wirelessly using connectivity available in polling
places to sync across all pollbooks, in all locations, securely

FASTER VOTER HISTORY UPLOADS

FULLY INTEGRATED SOLUTION

After an election, voter history is uploaded directly from
the ExpressPoll unit, dramatically slashing upload times and

·

enabling faster updates to the voter registration system.

·

Communicates seamlessly with our data conversion software
Shares real-time data with our CentralPoint® web
application, enabling Election Administrators to manage poll

WORKS WITH THE EXPRESSPOLL-5000®
Are you a current ExpressPoll-5000 customer? Our new
ExpressPoll tablets can seamlessly be added to your existing
system. Both solutions use the same EZRoster software,

locations like never before
·

Integrates with ExpressVote,® iVotronic,® Balotar,® AccuVoteTS,® and AccuVote-TSX® voting systems for a powerful
election management system

database and resource file to provide the same user
experience.

EXPRESSVOTE®

EASILY VERIFY VOTERS BY ADDRESS,
PHOTO, AND SIGNATURE

BALOTAR®

CENTRALPOINT®

